
"As a psychometrist I’m particularly grateful for

technology such as zoom and online assessments

during this period of COVID. I had the opportunity to

collaborate on an assessment project between myself,

Hirepower/Talentor SA and Talentor Latvia. This really

was a multidisciplinary international team of experts

working together towards a common goal in delivering

assessment solutions to the board of a gas company in

Latvia in a very short space of time. As travel to another

country was out of the question, we had no option but

to conduct every part of the project remotely using

technology such as whatsapp, Zoom, online

assessments, as well as navigate the different time

zones. 

Our project team meetings were held via Zoom and we

were able to deliver assessments through an online

assessment portal CUT-E, which is also available in 

South Africa.
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And, how to land them
via video conference.
 



The online assessment portal allowed us to deliver

the assessments in the local language of the client

and have the reports translated back into English.

A customised case study was developed as part of

the assessment experience to reflect industry

specific elements important to the client.  We set

up a secure, access controlled portal to share

project documents and data. Interviews and

participant presentations were conducted in real

time via Zoom and we made sure to ask the

participant’s permission to record the Zoom

sessions as per the GDPR (General Data

Protection Requirements) in Europe as well as

written permission to conduct the assessments.

Our interview panel was spread across different

parts of Latvia and South Africa and was fairly

easy to conduct. We were fortunate to have great

internet connectivity. Feedback sessions to

participants were also provided online".

 
For more information on how to implement cross

border international assessment solutions in your

organisation, please contact Judy via

judyjvr@mindz.co.za

Compliance Protocol & 

Relief Schemes

Samantha Long, of the Border Kei Chamber of
Commerce prepares to return to work under L4.

Executive recruitment
undertaken by Jeannine Dickie of
Hire Power / Talentor 
South Africa 



Try to be available: Let your
recruiter know that you are open to
video interviews.
Set up your interview space:  Create
a neat, clean, neutral space, where
YOU are both in focus and the focus
(no distractions).
Dress for the occasion: Dressing well
creates a professional look and
makes a good first impression.   It
also gets you into the right mindset.
Test your tech: Internet speed, visual
and audio quality.  Download or
update your application’s software
and do a test call.
Practice your body language and
remember to focus on your device’s
camera (don’t be tempted to gaze at
the faces on the video panel).
D-day:  Sign in early and run pre-call
checks.   Remember to neaten up
your background space and charge
your device.
Prepare any closing questions and
lastly, remember to follow up with
your interviewer by sending a thank
you message.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

JOB SEARCHING FROM HOME

How to improve your chances of

finding the right job for

you by being better prepared for an

interview via video conference:

Mrs Gail Kopps, the lucky  recipient of the Hire Power
"Honour Your Mom" Mother's Day Giveaway 

CoVid19 is changing the future

of your business - where are 

 the new jobs?

In a recent article published by Research
and Markets.com, wrote the following" A
pandemic and quarantine -
unprecedented in our lifetimes – has
transformed the global economy and
almost every industry in just a few weeks.
While many industries have been deeply
damaged by the pandemic, many others
are seeing a surge in demand.  Click here
for more:
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/i
ssues/covid-19

In May, Hire Power experienced an
increase in international outsourcing
opportunities for South African
freelancers in the areas of  IT,
Healthcare and Customer Services in
May.
 
We also assisted  a start-up organisation
by conducting  an in-depth salary
mapping survey for the proposed roles
within their leadership team.   Such
surveys can be done by industry sector,
region and level of work.  Knowing  what
to pay future employees is imperative.
Remuneration levels must be  set
accurately and realistically from the out
set; followed by a legitimate onboarding
process. 
 
The global applicant pool has exploded!
Hire Power launched "Incognito" last
month in which we showcase top calibre,
on-demand talent across various
industries.   "Incognito" is an HR tool that
Hiring Managers can use to speed up
their organisation's applicant screening,
recruitment & selection processes. 
These candidates are hand-picked by
our Recruitment Consultants and have
all undergone a rigorous interview and
vetting process. 
 
For the latest (or previous) issue, email:
admin@hirepower.co.za.


